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Abstract. On a variety of 3D vision tasks, deep neural networks (DNNs)
for point clouds have outperformed the conventional non-learning-based
methods. However, generalization to out-of-distribution 3D point clouds
remains challenging for DNNs. As annotating large-scale point clouds
is prohibitively expensive or even impossible, strategies for generalizing DNN models to unseen domains of point clouds without access to
those domains during training are urgently needed but have yet to be
substantially investigated. In this paper, we design an adversarial learning scheme to learn point cloud representation on a seen source domain
and then generalize the learned knowledge to an unseen target domain.
Specifically, we unify several geometric transformations into a manifoldbased framework under which a distance between transformations is welldefined. Measured by the distance, adversarial samples are mined to form
intermediate domains and retained in an adaptive replay-based memory.
We further provide theoretical justification for the intermediate domains
to reduce the generalization error of the DNN models. Experimental results on synthetic-to-real datasets illustrate that our method outperforms
existing 3D deep learning models for domain generalization.
Keywords: 3D point cloud, domain generalization, adversarial learning,
manifold and memory
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Introduction

If a 3D point cloud classifier was trained on intact point clouds, would it work
on partial point clouds? What if a neural network trained on point clouds uniformly sampled from clean CAD models is tested on real-scanned point clouds
containing noise? Is it possible to deploy a classification model trained on point
clouds with a certain prior under a wild condition where all point clouds are
randomly collected from the Internet? Answers to these questions heavily depend on the capability of the classification models to deal with the domain shift
problem, which refers to the distribution shift/discrepancy between the samples
from training (source) domain and those from testing (target) domain [3, 24, 47].
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Although DNNs have been successtarget domain
ful in various applications and separately obtained state-of-the-art classification results in both synthetic and
real-scanned point clouds datasets [25,
26, 21, 5], studies in [27, 16] suggest
that deep learning models’ perfor- source domain
mance degrades significantly on outof-distribution (OOD) datasets. Most
statistical learning models, including Fig. 1. Three intermediate domains conDNNs, strongly rely on an over- sist of adversarial samples transformed
simplified assumption, i.e., the source from source point clouds. The distances
and target samples are drawn from in- between the transformed point cloud to
dependent and identically (i.i.d.) distri- the source and target are d1 and d2 .
butions, while ignoring OOD scenarios
commonly encountered in real world. A
straight-forward solution to deal with domain shift is to collect samples from
the target domain to fine-tune a source-domain-trained model. Such a schema
is denoted as domain adaptation (DA) [28] which is infeasible when target samples are inaccessible or even unknown in advance. To resolve the domain shift
and the absence of target data simultaneously, domain generalization (DG) [4]
is introduced. The goal of DG is to train a DNN model on a single or multiple
source domains such that the trained DNN can still perform well on a previously
unseen OOD target domain. Despite that DG has received increasing attention
in 2D vision tasks [9, 45, 30], few literature [16] focuses on DG (or DA [27]) in
3D vision. The recent work MetaSets [16] aims to train a classification model
on source (synthetic) point clouds such that the trained model can also performance well on target (real-scanned) point clouds which are inaccessible during
training. By applying a collection of specifically designed geometric transformations to source point clouds, the transformed point clouds imitate the real-world
scenarios of occlusions, missing parts, and variations in scanning density, thus
expanding the source domain towards the target domain.
In this work, we explore adversarial training [14, 31], whose main goal in previous literature is to increase the robustness of neural network models against
fluctuations in the input. Distinct to imperceptible attacks utilized in conventional adversarial training, we instead aim to train DNN models which are robust
to OOD samples which bridge the distribution gap between the source and target
domains. In other word, we generate “fictitious” yet “challenging” point clouds
in an adversarial way to mimic virtual intermediate domains as an expansion
of the source domain, driving the model to learn domain-invariant features to
improve its generalization performance, as illustrated in Fig. 1 conceptually. To
utilize the adversarial samples in intermediate domains to the maximum extent,
we design an adaptive replay-based memory mechanism to select and retain
some more effective adversarial samples, i.e., the ones pushing the intermediate
domains far away from the source domain and moving close towards the target
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domain. Despite that the target domain is inaccessible during training and thus
we cannot directly measure the distance of an adversarial sample to the target
domain, we assume that the adversarial samples which are far from the source
domain could augment the diversity of the source domain, consequently, increasing the overlap shared among the source and the target domains, and potentially
increasing the chance (likelihood) to close the gap between these two domains.
A technical barrier is how to define the distance between domains (induced from
the distance between samples in these domains) as measurement of farness and
closeness. To circumvent this barrier, we unify the geometric transformations
proposed in [16] in a manifold-based framework in which each transformation
and the corresponding transformed point cloud are regard as points on the manifolds and the distance between points (on the manifolds) are well-defined.
Our contributions are: 1). We propose adversarial training to generate adversarial point clouds to form intermediate domains for tackling the DG problem in
3D vision; 2). We introduce a manifold-based framework to unify different geometric transformations and define distance between transformations to facilitate
the construction of intermediate domains; 3). We design an adaptive memory to
fully utilize the adversarial samples in intermediate domains for domain-invariant
3D point cloud feature learning. We validate our method on two Sim-to-Real
benchmarks [16] and observe that our proposed method outperforms previous
approaches for point clouds representation learning under DG settings.

2

Related Work

Cross-domain representation learning (for both DA and DG) has been extensively studied in 2D visionll tasks [15, 12, 44, 13], but has not yet been fully
explored for 3D models. MetaSets [16] designs several geometric transformations
for data augmentation based on the priors of real-scanned point clouds, aiming
to bridge domain gaps. Our work is built upon [16] but instead we explore adversarial point clouds to construct intermediate domains for generalizable point
cloud representation learning. Adversarial learning [14, 23] aims to increase
the robustness of DNNs to adversarial examples with imperceptible perturbations added to the inputs. Previous works in 2D vision explore to adopt adversarial learning to train models that are robust to significant perturbations, i.e.,
OOD samples [31, 17, 35, 34, 46]. These works show that adversarial domain augmentation (ADA) can effectively improve the generalization performance and
robustness of models However, few work has explored ADA for cross-domain
generalizable point cloud representation learning. To our best knowledge, we are
among the first to extend ADA for point cloud representation learning for DG.
We refer the reader to supplementary material for detailed related work.

3

Method

We first give a brief introduction of some mathematical tools based which we formulate our manifold-based framework to measure point cloud transformations in
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Sec. 3.1. Then, we unify different types of transformations under this framework
in Sec. 3.2. Next, we describe our adversarial learning and adaptive memory for
intermediate domains in 3.4. Lastly, we depict the learning scheme to train our
DNN in Sec. 3.5. A schematic illustration of our method is shown in Fig. 2.
3.1

Manifolds of transformation and point cloud

Let T be a Lie group consisting of geometric transformations and t ∈ T be
a specific transformation. The dimensource domain
adversarial
sionality of T equals to the number of
free parameters of t. For instance, T
move in
can be 3D rotation group SO(3) and
3
3
t ∈ SO(3) : R → R , parameterized by a vector θt ∈ Θ ⊂ R3 repmove out
resenting three rotation angles. We inNetwork
intermediate domains
terpret t as a mapping from one point
cloud to another. More specifically, we
define a point cloud P with N points
Fig. 2. Point clouds from a source domain
as
integrable function P =
PNa square 3×N
are transformed by T and fed into to a
3×N
→R
where δp de- network. The gradient of loss ∇L(P ) are
i pi δpi : R
notes a Dirac delta function placed at a used to generated adversarial samples on
location p = (x, y, z) ∈ R3 . The action a manifold. The adversarial samples are
of t on P is denoted as Pt , which can retained in a memory as intermediate dobe regarded as a function that maps ele- mains to close the source and target doments in the Lie group T to elements in main gap.
a space of the transformed point clouds
from P , denoted as Pt : T → L2 , where
L2 is the space of square integrable functions.
Given a Lie group T , the function d(t1 , t2 ) : T × T → R defines a metric
to measure the distance between the two transformations t1 and t2 . A native
option is to instantiate d(t1 , t2 ) = ∥t1 − t2 ∥L2 . However, this metric is inaccurate
as it fails to consider the point cloud on which these transformations act. For
#»
instance, d( 0 ×3 , [0, 0, 2π]) = 2π, however, rotating any point cloud by 2π along
any axis leaving the point cloud unchanged. Another instantiation d(t1 , t2 ) =
∥Pt1 − Pt2 ∥L2 considers both the transformations and the point cloud, but it
requires per-point correspondences to make the minus operation well-defined.
Geodesic distance, the length of the shortest path between t1 , t2 ∈ T , is a
metric to measure the distance between the two transformations. This metric is
valid only if a Riemannian metric is defined for T . Inspired by [36, 18, 19], we
formulate such a Riemannian metric by mapping T to the set of transformed
point clouds of P : M(P ) = {Pt : t ∈ T }. This set forms a manifold and we
name it Point Cloud Appearance Manifold (PCAM). The Riemannian metric
on T can be chosen such that the length of a path on T , γ(t) : [0, 1] → T ,
equals to the length of the mapped path on M(P ), Pγ (t) : [0, 1] → M(P ). The
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geodesic distance between t1 , t2 ∈ T thus equals to the geodesic distance between
Pt1 , Pt2 ∈ M(P ). Formally, the distance between t1 , t2 ∈ T can be defined as:
  d_P(t_1, t_2) = \min _{\gamma :[0,1]\rightarrow \mathcal {M}(P)}L(\gamma )\quad \text {s.t.}\quad \gamma (0) = P_{t_1}, \gamma (1) = P_{t_2}\enspace , \label {eq:geodesic} 

(1)

where L(γ) is the length of the path γ. This metric depends on both the transformed point cloud P and the characteristics of the transformations t1 and t2 .
By varying the parameter θt of a transformation t that controls the appearance of each point cloud, e.g., location and orientation, we can get different point
clouds transformed from the original one. In DG, we assume point clouds in the
target domain T are transformed from the corresponding ones in the source domain S by a collection of unknown transformations TS→T . (Notice that TS→T is
not exactly the same as SO(3), but can be parameterized using SO(3) as formulated in Sec. 3.2.) Given two point clouds P in S and P ′ in T, satisfying P ′ = Pt
where t ∈ TS→T is unknown, we define the distance of t relative to S as dP (e, t)
where e is an identity transformation that keeps any point cloud unchanged, i.e.,
Pe = P . The larger dP (e, t), the further distance of t relative to S.
3.2

Geometric transformation unification

The distribution shift between source and
target domains is usually caused by (unknown) geometric transformations. As indicated in [40, 16], occlusions, density changes,
and scanning noises mainly contribute to the
point cloud geometric variations. The work
MetaSets [16] proposes three types of transformations to mimic these geometric variations in real-scanned point clouds. Similarly,
we train a DNN model on a collection of transformed point clouds that covers a wide range
(1,0,0)
of feasible variations across the source and the
target domains to enhance the DNN model’s
generalization capability. Distinct from [16]
where each type of transformation is parameterized by different transformation-specific
hyper-parameters, we unify all three transformations by parameterizing them using a di- Fig. 3. Illustration of the unification of all transformations using a
rect product of SO(3) and R, i.e., SO(3) × R
direct product of SO(3) and R.
which is still a Lie group. Utilizing the tools
defined in Sec. 3.1, we can qualitatively measure the distance between transformations relative to the source domain, and thus mine effective adversarial samples based
on the distance as described in Sec. 3.3 and 3.4. For the integrity of the paper,
we cite and briefly review the three transformations formulated in [16] and refer
the reader to [16] for detailed descriptions.
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Non-uniform density (p1 , g). First, randomly select a point p1 from a unit
sphere outside point cloud P and calculate its distances to each point in P .
Then, the distances are normalized to [0, 1] and multiplied by a multiplier g > 1.
The resultant values are used as dropping rates of each point in P and discard
points according to the dropping rates.
Dropping (p2 , x%). First, randomly select a point p2 in point cloud P and then
drop the nearest x% points in P . Broken or missing parts in real-world scanned
objects can be simulated by this type of transformation.
Self-occlusion ( #»
v , W ). First, a plane outside point cloud P is chosen and all
points in P are projected onto the plane along its normal vector #»
v . The minimum
distance between each candidate plane and P is the same for all. Then, equalsized grids are drawn on the chosen plane with the size W . Only the nearest
points to the chosen plane along the normal vector are retained in each grid.
For the three types of geometric transformations described above, the geometric shifts of self-occlusions, density changes, and missing assemblies are simulated and controlled by hyper-parameters (p1 , g, p2 , x%, #»
v , W ). Distinct from [16]
which samples discrete values of these hyper-parameters randomly and individually, we unify all the three transformations using a direct product of SO(3) and
R, and impose a manifold structure on the set of transformations. Specifically,
as illustrated in Fig. 3, we centerize point cloud P and normalize it within a
unit sphere. For non-uniform density (s, r), we fix p1 as an anchor point
p1 = (1, 0, 0) and rotate P by s ∈ SO(3). Then, we calculate the distances between the anchor point to each point in P . The distances are normalized to [0, 1]
and multiplied by a multiplier r > 1, resulting the dropping rates of each point
in P . For dropping (s, r%), we fix an anchor vector #»
e = (1, 0, 0) and rotate
P by s ∈ SO(3). Then, we choose the point p #»
e in P with the minimal angle
with the anchor vector and drop the nearest r% points around p #»
e in P . For
self-occlusion (s, r), we first fix a plane parallel to yz-plane with the coordinate x > 1. We do not specify the concrete plane’s x coordinate only if x > 1 as
the projection is orthogonal. Then, we rotate P by s ∈ SO(3) and only keep the
point with minimal distance to the plane within each grid with the grid size of r
along its normal vector. In sum, we unify all the three transformations parameterized by a direct product of SO(3) and R as T = {(s, r) | s ∈ SO(3), r ∈ R},
which achieves the same transformation effect as in [16]. We overload the notations in Sec. 3.1 and denote the set of unified transformations as T in which
θt = [θs : r] ∈ Θ ⊂ R4 for t ∈ T and the symbol : denotes concatenation.
3.3

Adversarial point cloud generation

We first review the generic additive adversarial point cloud generation under
supervised settings. Let P be a training sample with N points and y be the
corresponding label. A supervised learning model is denoted as fw : P 7→ y
where w parameterizes the model. An adversarial sample P a is the worst-case
example by adding perturbation to each point in P which maximizes the loss of
the given model fw [20, 42, 39]:
  P^a = P + \alpha \texttt {sign}(\nabla _P \mathcal {L}(P, y;w))\enspace \text {s.t.}\enspace \lVert p_i - p^\prime _i \rVert _{L^2} \leq \epsilon \enspace \forall i \in \{1, 2, \cdots , N\}\enspace , \label {eq:adv}  (2)
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where L is the supervised loss (e.g., cross-entropy) and the condition term prevents the adversarial sample P a from significantly deteriorating the original P .
However, the generic additive
adversarial samples generated using Eq. 2 is purely driven by loss
without considering the transformations towards shrinking the domain gap, thus not applicable to
DG. We propose to search for
the adversarial samples of a given
transformed point cloud Pt maximizing the loss while still staying
on PCAM. The searching process Fig. 4. Gradient computed at a given point Pt
consists of two steps: 1) choos- on PCAM is first projected to the tangent space.
ing the searching movement direc- This projected gradient is then retracted to a
tion, and 2) mapping this move- point on the amanifold, resulting in an adversarment back onto PCAM [19, 1, 2]. ial sample Pt .
The idea is illustrated in Fig. 4
conceptually. Mathematically, let
L(Pt ) represent the loss evaluated at Pt of the model fw , and we choose the direction maximizing the loss, i.e., the direction of the gradient ∇Pt L(Pt ). However,
as we need to stay on the manifold M(P ), we project the gradient ∇Pt L(Pt )
onto the tangent space at Pt and such a tangent space is denoted as TPt M [1,
2]. The projection of ∇Pt L(Pt ) onto TPt M is evaluated as [19, 6]:
  g = \mathcal {J}^{+}_{P_t}\nabla _{P_t}\mathcal {L}(P_t) \approx \argmin _x \lVert \mathcal {J}_{P_t} x - \nabla _{P_t}\mathcal {L}(P_t)\rVert \in \mathbb {R}^4\enspace , \label {eq:grad} 

(3)

where JPt ∈ R(N ×3)×4 is the Jacobian matrix of Pt (described below) whose
columns form a basis of the tangent space at Pt , and JP+t is the pseudo-inverse
of JPt . Due to the complexity of computing pseudo-inverse, the projection g ∈
TPt M can be approximated using the least squares method [6] as in Eq. 3.
To numerically define Jacobian matrix JP of a point cloud P in Eq. 3, we
first define the difference field of P relative to another point cloud P ′ as:
  \Delta {P}_{\rightarrow {P^\prime }} \triangleq \{\Delta {p}_{\rightarrow {P^\prime }} \mid p \in P\} = \{\argmin _{p^\prime }\lVert p - p^\prime \rVert _{L^2} - p\mid p \in P, p^\prime \in P^\prime \}\enspace . \label {eq:diff} 

(4)

That is, for each point p ∈ P , we find the nearest point (under the L2 metric in
Euclidean space) p′ ∈ P ′ and then use the difference vector p′ − p to measure the
change of p from P to P ′ . Gathering all difference vectors of each point in P , we
form the difference field of P denoting the changes from P to P ′ . Equipped with
the difference field defined in Eq. 4, we can define the Jacobian matrix JP . For
a point cloud Pt , we add a small ∆θ to the parameters θt of the transformation
t, and then the (i, j)-th entry of the Jacobian JPt is defined as:
  \mathcal {J}_{P_t}[i, j] = \frac {\Delta {p_i}_{\rightarrow P^\prime _t}}{\Delta {\theta [j]}}\enspace , \label {eq:jacobian} 

(5)
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where pi ∈ Pt , Pt′ is the point cloud transformed from P by t ◦ ∆t (i.e., changing
the parameters from θt to θt + ∆θ), and ∆θ[j] is the j-th entry of ∆θ.
After generating the searching direction g, we update the parameter θt of the
current transformation t to generate an adversarial transformation ta parameterized by θta using gradient ascent:
  \theta ^a_t = \theta _t + \alpha \cdot g\enspace , 

(6)

where α ∈ (0, +∞) ⊂ R is ascent rate. Once computing the adversarial transformation parameter θta , the next step is to map θta back onto M(P ) using
retraction [19, 1, 2], an operation of mapping a vector in a tangent space of
a manifold back to the manifold. Here we focus on recover sa ∈ SO(3) from
θsa = {θta [j] | j = 0, 1, 2} ∈ R3 and leave ra = θta [3] ∈ R unchanged.
Let Gi be the basis of the tangent space Te SO(3) at the identity element
e of the 3D rotation group SO(3) (see supplementary materials), the steps of
retraction are summarized as: 1) mapping θsa to a tangent vector in Te SO(3)
using Gi ; 2) mapping the resultant tangent vector in Te SO(3) to a rotation
sa ∈ SO(3), and 3) mapping the resultant transformation ta = (sa , ra ) ∈ T back
to the manifold M(P ). Formally, retraction RPt : TPt M → M(P ) at Pt ∈ M(P )
is defined as:
  R_{P_t}(\alpha \cdot g) = P_{t^a},\quad \text {s.t.}\enspace t^a = (s^a, r^a)\enspace \text {and}\enspace s^a =\exp (\sum _{j=0}^2 \theta ^a_s[j]G_j)\enspace , \label {eq:retrace} 

(7)

where θsa [j] is the j-th entry of θsa , also the coefficient w.r.t. the basis Gj . Thus,
the adversarial sample from Pt can be defined as Pta = RP (ta ) = Pta as in Eq. 7.
3.4

Adaptive memory for intermediate domains

We describe an adaptive memory
mechanism for determining which
adversarial samples to be retained
in an external memory [38] as intermediate domains. Adversarial
samples from different types of
transformations are grouped into
different intermediate domains.
This mechanism jointly considers the transformation distances
relative to the source domain as Fig. 5. Illustration of computing geodesic disshown in Fig. 1 and the interme- tance between P1 , P2 ∈ M(P ) using direct path
diate domain sizes. We first es- with N = 5 segments.
timate the probability of a current adversarial sample to move
in memory and then choose a sample in memory to move it out simultaneously.
Let Mi denotes the i-th intermediate domains formed by the adversarial samples transformed by the i-th type of transformation and retained in memory M ;
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ni = |Mi | denotes the number of samples in domain Mi ; and n = |M | denotes
P3
the total number of samples in memory, satisfying n = i=1 ni .
Probability of new adversarial sample moving into
memory. When a new adversarial sample Ptai is generated
through transformation ti , the Algorithm 1 A sketch of training scheme
chance of Ptai being moved into Input: S = {Dtr , Dval }, T , M , fw , batch size B
S
S
memory is estimated, with the 1: while Lval < ϵ do
central principle being the fur- 2:
▷ Training phase
tr
B
ther distance from Ptai to the 3:
Sample {Pi }B
i=1 from DS , {ti }i=1 from T
B
B
Apply {ti }i=1 to {Pi }i=1 to get {Pti }B
source domain, the higher prob- 4:
i=1
a
Sample {Pia }B
ability of Pti being retained. 5:
i=1 from M
a B
Compute Ltr (P ) = fw ({Pi }B
i=1 ∪ {Pi }i=1 )
The probability is positively 6:
7:
Compute
projected
gradient
using
Eq.
3
correlated to the geodesic disa M
8:
Generate
adversarial
{P
}
using
Eq.
7
i
i=1
tance dP (e, ti ). Furthermore,
9:
Compute dP (e, ti ) using Eq. 13
to avoid imbalance of samples
10:
Compute move-in/out prob. as in Sec. 3.4
among intermediate domains, 11:
Add some adversarial {Pia }m
i=1 into M
we enforce the move-in prob- 12:
▷ Validation phase
B
val
ability to be inversely propor- 13:
Sample {Pi }B
i=1 from DS , {ti }i=1 from T
tional to ni .
14:
Compute Lval (P ) = fw ({Pi }B
i=1 )
Probability of existing ad- 15: end while
versarial sample moving
out of memory. To move an
existing adversarial sample out of memory, we perform a hierarchical sampling
as proposed in [38] by first selecting an intermediate domain based on a score
and then randomly move out a sample in the selected domain. The score for
each domain is negatively correlated to the average geodesic distance of all samples in the domain. For the same reason as above, we enforce the score to be
proportional to ni . Formally, the score for the i-th intermediate domain is:
  S_i = \frac {\exp (-\frac {n_i}{n}\bar {d}_i)}{\sum _j\exp (-\frac {n_j}{n}\bar {d}_j)},\quad \text {s.t.}\enspace \bar {d}_i = \frac {1}{n_i}\sum _{k=1}^{n_i}d_P(e, t_k)\enspace , 

(8)

and then we use Si as the probability to sample intermediate domain Mi for
moving out adversarial samples.
Theoretical justification. Given a source domain S and a target domain T,
the error of a classifier h on the target domain ϵT (h) can be bounded by the sum
of the source domain error ϵS (h), the divergence between the distributions DS
and DT , and a constant C which is independent of h [3, 27]:
  \epsilon _\mathbb {T}(h) < \epsilon _\mathbb {S}(h) + d_1(\mathcal {D}_\mathbb {S}, \mathcal {D}_\mathbb {T}) + C\enspace , \label {eq:error} 

(9)

where d1 (DS , DT ) is the total variation divergence (or L1 distance when each set
is countable) for distributions. In previous literature [3, 27, 8, 29], H∆H-distance
dH∆H (·, ·), an upper bound of d1 (·, ·), is adopted in place of the total variation
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divergence in Eq. 9 for analysis. However, as indicated in [33], there exists a
connection between the total variation divergence and transportation theory:
  d_1(\mathcal {D}_\mathbb {S}, \mathcal {D}_\mathbb {T}) = \frac {1}{2}\lVert \mathcal {D}_\mathbb {S} - \mathcal {D}_\mathbb {T}\rVert _{L^1} = \inf _\pi \mathbb {E}_\pi [c(x, y)]\enspace , \label {eq:ot} 

(10)

where x ∼ DS , y ∼ DT , c(x, y) is a cost function, and the expectation is taken
w.r.t. the probability measure π on the space where (x, y) lives. In transportation
theory, the cost function c(x, y) is proportional to the distance between x and y.
In our setting, we choose the cost function to be the geodesic distance between
two point clouds, i.e., c(Pt1 , Pt2 ) = dP (t1 , t2 ). Denoting intermediate domains
as M, to minimize the right-hand side of Eq. 9, we have:
  & \min d_1(\mathcal {D}_\mathbb {S}, \mathcal {D}_\mathbb {T}) \Rightarrow \min d_1(\mathcal {D}_{\mathbb {S} \cup \mathbb {M}}, \mathcal {D}_\mathbb {T}) && \vartriangleright \mathbb {M} \text { is an expansion of } \mathbb {S} \nonumber \\ &\Rightarrow \min \inf _\pi \mathbb {E}_\pi [c(P_{t_1} \in \mathbb {S} \cup \mathbb {M}, P_{t_2} \in \mathbb {T})] \nonumber && \\ &\Rightarrow \min \inf _\pi \mathbb {E}_\pi [c(P_{t_1} \in \mathbb {M}, P_{t_2} \in \mathbb {T})] && \vartriangleright \mathbb {S} \text { is given and fixed} \nonumber \\ &\Rightarrow \min \inf _\pi \mathbb {E}_\pi [d_P(t_{\mathbb {S}\rightarrow \mathbb {M}}, t_{\mathbb {S} \rightarrow \mathbb {T}})] && \vartriangleright t_1 \coloneqq t_{\mathbb {S}\rightarrow \mathbb {M}} \text { and } t_2 \coloneqq t_{\mathbb {S} \rightarrow \mathbb {T}} \nonumber \\ &\Rightarrow \min \inf _\pi \mathbb {E}_\pi [d_P(e, t_{\mathbb {S}\rightarrow \mathbb {T}}) - d_P(e, t_{\mathbb {S} \rightarrow \mathbb {M}})] \nonumber && \vartriangleright d_P(e, t_{\mathbb {S}\rightarrow \mathbb {T}}) = d_P(e, t_{\mathbb {S} \rightarrow \mathbb {M}}) + d_P(t_{\mathbb {S}\rightarrow \mathbb {M}}, t_{\mathbb {S} \rightarrow \mathbb {T}})\\ &\Rightarrow \max \inf _\pi \mathbb {E}_\pi [d_P(e, t_{\mathbb {S} \rightarrow \mathbb {M}})]&& \vartriangleright t_{\mathbb {S}\rightarrow \mathbb {T}} \text { is unknown and assumed fixed}

(11)

The fourth comment assumes dP (e, tS→M ) = d1 and dP (tS→M , tS→T ) = d2 , as
shown in Fig. 1. We select the adversarial sample with the maximum geodesic
distance of dP (e, tS→M ) and store it into the corresponding intermediate domain.
We now describe how to calculate the geodesic distance dP (t1 , t2 ). Assuming
Pt1 , Pt2 ∈ M(P ), we adopt the direct path method [19] to approximately measure
the geodesic distance between these two points as follows. First, map Pt2 to the
tangent space at Pt1 as vector v = θt2 − θt1 , dividing v into smaller vector
segments and re-map these segments back onto the manifold. Then, dP (t1 , t2 )
is computed as the sum of distances between these interval points on M(P ).
Mathematically, the direct path from Pt1 to Pt2 can be estimated using retraction
as:
  \gamma (\tau ) = R_{P_{t_1}}(\tau v) = P_{t_\tau }\in \mathcal {M}(P),\quad \text {s.t.} \enspace \theta _{t_\tau } = \theta _{t_1} + \tau v \text { and } \tau \in [0, 1]\enspace . 

(12)

For a pre-defined number of steps N , v can be divided into segments as v̂ =
the geodesic distance can be measured as:

v
N,

  d_P(t_1, t_2) = d(P_{t_1}, P_{t_2}) = \sum _{i = 1}^N\lVert R_{P_{t_1}}(i\hat {v}) - R_{P_{t_1}}((i - 1)\hat {v}))\rVert _{d}= \sum _{i=1}^N \lVert P_{t_i} - P_{t_{i-1}} \rVert _d\enspace , \label {eq:pcgeo} 
(13)
where θti = θt1 + iv̂. In our case, we estimate dP (t1 , t2 ) as d(Pt1 , Pt2 ), since from
Eq. 1, the distance between two transformations on T is defined as the distance
between their transformed point clouds on PCAM M(P ). Using the difference
vectors defined in Eq. 4, we can induce a metric on M(P ) defined as:
  \lVert P - P^\prime \rVert _d = \frac {1}{N}\sum _{p \in P}\lVert \Delta p_{\rightarrow P^\prime }\rVert _{L^2}\enspace , \label {eq:pcdist} 

(14)
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where N is number of points in P . ∥P − P ′ ∥d = 0 if and only if P and P ′ are the
same. Plugging Eq. 14 into the right-hand side of Eq. 13, we can approximate
the geodesic distance between t1 and t2 .
3.5

Training scheme

We sketch key steps of our training scheme in Algorithm 1. We split data in
the source domain into training and validation sets, and apply transformations
to a batch of sampled data in each iteration. The loss is applied to generate
adversarial samples as in Sec. 3.3. We compute move-in/out probabilities of the
adversarial samples based on geodesic distances as in Sec. 3.4 and move some
samples into and/or out of the memory. We refer the reader to supplementary
materials for a detailed training scheme.

4

Experiment

Dataset and implementation. We evaluate our model on the two Sim-to-Real
benchmarks proposed in [16] in which two synthetic datasets, ModelNet [41]
and ShapeNet [7], and a real-scanned dataset ScanObjectNN [32] are calibrated
to serve as three domains. We use the common categories shared across each
dataset. We refer the reader to supplementary materials and [16] for detailed
description about the Sim-to-Real benchmarks. We split each source domain
into training and validation sets with a ratio of 5 : 1 as in [11, 16]. We implement
fw using a meta-learning algorithm [10, 17] with first-order approximation. The
parameter θs ∈ R3 for s ∈ SO(3) are optimized in adversarial learning without
bounds, while the parameter r ∈ R are constrained using upper and lower bounds
to avoid significantly deteriorating point clouds as suggested in [16].
4.1

Visualization of adversarial point clouds

Fig. 6 shows several adversarial samples that are generated for three types of
transformations in experiments. We notice that compared to the clean and intact
point clouds in synthetic ModelNet40 and ShapeNet datasets, real-scanned point
clouds in ScanObjectNN are partial and noisy, raising the distribution shift issue
that a model trained only using naive initial data from ModelNet40 or ShapeNet
cannot perform well on ScanObjectNN as the target domain. By generating
adversarial samples diverting away from synthetic clean data and towards partial
and noisy data, the distributions of point clouds in the source and the target
domains could gradually align. For instance, the sofa in ScanObjectNN contains
a missing part (a hole) on its back, the transformed sofa also produces a hole on
the back, making the training data geometrically closer to the testing one.
4.2

ModelNet40 to ScanObjectNN

We select 11 shared categories across ModelNet40 and ScanObjectNN datasets.
We train the networks on ModelNet40 and evaluate the performance on ScanObjectNN. Our method is compared against the following classification models:
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Fig. 6. Blue boxes: point clouds from ModelNet40 as the source domain. Orange boxes:
point clouds from ShapeNet as the source domain. Black boxes: adversarial samples
generated from the corresponding source domain point clouds (above). Green boxes:
point clouds from ScanobjectNN as the target domain. The adversarially transformed
point clouds form the intermediate domains closing the geometric gap between intact
point clouds in the source domain and incomplete point clouds in the target domain.

PointNet [25], PointNet++ [26], DGCNN [37], ConvPoint [5], LDGCNN [43],
PointCNN [22], PointDAN [27] and MetaSets [16]. Note that PointDAN is a DA
method which utilizes unlabeled point clouds from the target domain during
training. From Tab. 1, our approach outperforms all the compared methods for
cross-domain point cloud classification in DG settings. Our superior performance
over previous single-domain approaches (line 1 ∼ 6) is attributed to the intermediate domain expanding the source domain and aligning data distribution
with the target domain. Compare with DA and DG approaches (line 7 ∼ 9), we
still achieve optimal performance. Distinct from [16] which generates data for
augmentation using random transformation parameters, our method produces
adversarial transformations in a principle manner, i.e., the transformed samples
are more challenging w.r.t. the network and have further distances relative to the
source domain. Moreover, the adaptive memory retains some adversarial samples during training to alleviate the potential forgetting problem in the network.
We have to mention that superiority of adversarial learning could be partially
countered, however, if massive amounts of data are transformed arbitrarily and
encompass a broad spectrum of transformation possibilities.
4.3

ShapeNet to ScanObjectNN

Similar to Sec. 4.2, we select 9 categories shared across ShapeNet and ScanObjectNN, and train our model on ShapeNet and evaluate on ScanObjectNN. We
compare our method with the same state-of-the-art approaches as forementioned and the results are listed in Tab. 2. Our method still outperforms all
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Table 1. Accuracy (%) on the benchmark: ModelNet40 → ScanObjectNN.
Method
PointNet [25]
PointNet++ [26]
ConvPoint [5]
DGCNN [21]
PointCNN [22]
LDGCNN [21]
PointDAN [27] with PointNet
MetaSets [16] with PointNet
MetaSets [16] with DGCNN
Ours with PointNet
Ours with DGCNN

Object
55.90 ± 1.47
47.30 ± 0.53
57.40 ± 0.44
61.68 ± 1.26
50.32 ± 0.43
62.29 ± 0.22
63.32 ± 0.85
68.28 ± 0.79
72.42 ± 0.21
69.84 ± 0.56
73.83 ± 0.48

Object & Background
49.48 ± 2.28
40.42 ± 1.17
55.44 ± 0.32
57.61 ± 0.44
46.11 ± 0.43
58.83 ± 0.43
55.13 ± 0.97
57.19 ± 1.23
65.66 ± 1.06
58.36 ± 0.94
66.71 ± 0.97

the compared approaches, including the single-domain approaches and DA/DG
approaches. More importantly, we provide a systematic way to quantitatively
measure geometric transformations built on which we can explore adversarial
samples and such a scheme is lacked in all previous approaches.

5

Ablation Study

We conduct ablative studies on our proposed method using PointNet as our
backbone and evaluate on the benchmark from ModelNet40 to ScanObjectNN.
Effect of adaptive memory. To verify the effectiveness of the adaptive memory, we vary the total size of the memory and the results are listed in Tab. 3.
With the increase of the memory size, the accuracy increases accordingly while
the variance decreases.
Table 2. Accuracy (%) on the benchmark: ShapeNet → ScanObjectNN.
Method
PointNet [25]
PointNet++ [26]
ConvPoint [5]
DGCNN [21]
PointCNN [22]
LDGCNN [21]
PointDAN [27] with PointNet
MetaSets [16] with PointNet
MetaSets [16] with DGCNN
Ours with PointNet
Ours with DGCNN

Object
54.00 ± 0.32
45.50 ± 0.64
52.58 ± 0.58
57.42 ± 1.01
49.42 ± 0.29
57.92 ± 0.63
54.95 ± 0.87
55.25 ± 0.35
60.92 ± 0.76
57.03 ± 0.47
62.21 ± 0.49

Object & Background
45.50 ± 0.99
43.25 ± 1.23
50.67 ± 0.88
54.42 ± 0.80
43.92 ± 0.63
52.50 ± 0.25
43.00 ± 0.95
49.50 ± 0.43
59.08 ± 1.01
51.35 ± 0.46
61.13 ± 0.86
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Table 3. Effect of the memory size on the benchmark: ModelNet40 → ScanObjectNN.
Method
PointNet (n = 100)
PointNet (n = 300)
PointNet (n = 500)

Object
69.22 ± 0.74
69.51 ± 0.69
69.84 ± 0.56

Object & Background
57.94 ± 1.15
58.17 ± 1.08
58.36 ± 0.94

Effect of manifold-based adversarial samples. We validate our manifoldbased adversarial samples against the additive adversarial samples generated
using Eq. 2 and the results are listed in Tab. 4. By varying ϵ, we control the
adversarialness. Note that when the adversarialness increases, the performance
even drops, as the per-point adversarial acts as noise and fails to bridge domain
gaps as our proposed adversarial samples.
Table 4. Effect of additive adversarial on benchmark: ModelNet40 → ScanObjectNN.
Method
PointNet on Object

6

Ours
69.84 ± 0.56

ϵ = 0.1
68.31 ± 0.46

ϵ = 0.25
64.29 ± 0.51

ϵ = 0.5
58.37 ± 0.74

Conclusions

This work presents a 3D point cloud representation learning method for domain generation. We construct a point cloud appearance manifold on which
different types of geometric transformations can be unified and quantitatively
measured using geodesic distance. The geodesic distance is then utilized to generate and select adversarial samples which are retained in an adaptive memory
as intermediate domains to reduce domain shift. We evaluate our method on two
Sim-to-Real benchmarks and achieve superior performance. The manifold-based
framework can be extended to domain adaption by measuring the distance from
the source to the target domains, which is left for future work.
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